Let A be a commutative ring with an identity such that for each prime ideal p in A the residue ring A/p is of prime characteristic. We say that a commutative ring-extension C of A is strongly radicial 1 if C is finitely generated projective as an A-module and the Kernel of the multiplication map: C(x)^C->C is a nil-ideal. In this paper, we shall study a Galois theory of strongly radicial extensions. The main tool used here is higher order derivations, which have been studied in [5] , [6] , and [7] . The reader should consult them, especially [5] , [6]> ί°r relevant definitions and basic properties.
In § 1 we introduce difϊerentiably simple rings and exhibit a structure theorem. We shall later apply this to study the structure of strongly radicial extensions.
In § 2 we give criteria for strongly radiciality. We also generalize some of the results about purely inseparable field-extensions to our case. Moreover, we show a structure theorem of strongly radicial extensions.
In § 3 we give a Galois correspondence theorem for a strongly radicial extension.
In all that follows all rings are commutative with an identity, and all homomorphisms and all modules are unitary. Unadorned ® will mean ® 4 . If A is a subring of a ring C, both A and C are assumed to have the same identity. !• Different!ably simple rings* Let C be a commutative ring. For any qth order derivation D on C and any αeC, [D, a] denotes a (q -l)th order derivation on C which is defined by [D, a] 
(x) -D(ax) -aD(x) -D(a)x for xeC.
Let 3ίf be any nonempty set of higher order derivations on C with [D, a] e £ίf for all DzSΐf, all a e C. In this case, the set {aeC\ D(a) = 0 for all De έ%f) forms a subring of C, denoted by Ker (Sίf). If C has no nontrivial ^-stable ideal, C will be called an ^^-simple ring. For an <^-simple ring C, let A denote Ker (<&?) . Then the following properties hold:
(1) A is a field. domain A/p is of prime characteristic for each p e Spec (A). We shall call C a strongly radicial extension of A if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) C is finitely generated and protective as an A-module.
(2) The ideal J cU is nilpotent. The C-module of gth order A-derivations on C is denoted by Der q (C/A). We shall set Der(C/A) = \J7=iDer q (C/A).
Then there are C-module isomorphisms φ q : Ή.om c (Ω
and <p is an A-module map:
is called the canonical qth order derivation
PROPOSITION 2. Lβί A δβ α commutative ring such that the domain A/p is of prime characteristic for each p e Spec (A). Let C be a commutative ring-extension of A which is finitely generated protective as an A-module. Then the necessary and sufficient condition that C is a strongly radicial extension of A is 2?(C/A) -Hom^(C, C).
Proof. The necessity is obvious. Suppose &(C/A) = Hom^(C, C). Then the C-module Der(C/A) is generated by finitely many derivations, because it is a C-module direct summand of the finitely generated C-module Hom 4 (C, C). So &r q (C/A) = Hom^(C, C) for the supremum q of orders of their derivations. In order to show J c/A is nilpotent, it is sufficient to observe the canonical epimorphism:
. This is obvious from the following lemma, because {1 ® u t -u t (x) 11 i = 1, 2, , m} form a C Γ module basis for where {1, u u u 2 , , u m } is an A^-module basis for C r LEMMA 3. Let A be a commutative ring and C a commutative A-algebra which is a finitely generated free A-module with a basis {1, u l9 u 2 , , u m }. If 3f q (C/A) = Hom 4 (C, C) for some positive integer q, then Ωf{C) is a free C-module with a basis {δ (g) for c, x e C, fe ΈLomdΩ^iC), C). Let D t (i = 1, 2, , m) Proof. If C has a finite exponent over A, then J oU is a nil-ideal. This shows the "if" part, because J cU is finitely generated as a C-module. Conversely assume C is a strongly radicial extension of [5, Chap. I, Prop. 10] that E e (C) is contained in A for a positive integer e with p e > q. This completes the proof. Now we give a structure theorem of strongly radicial extensions.
THEOREM 4. Let Abe a commutative ring such that the domain A/p is of prime characteristic for each peSpec(A).
Then, for a strongly radicial extension C of A, the followings hold:
( Proof. Let σ be any A-automorphism of C. For any prime ideal 5β of C, we have σ(φ) = 5β, because a i(σ(?β)) = a i(?β) where α i is as above. So σ induces canonically an automorphism of C/Sβ, which reduces to the identity map on C/*β. This shows x -σ(x) e Sβ for all a? e C and so a; = σ(x) mod. iϋ^. PROPOSITION 
Let A be a commutative ring such that the domain A/p is of prime characteristic for each prime ideal p in A. Let C be a commutative ring-extension of A which is a finitely generated protective A-module. Then C is a strongly radicial extension of A if and only if C p is a strongly radicial extension of A p for each t>eSpec(A).
Proof. The "only if" part is obvious. In order to show the "if" part, it is sufficient to prove the fact that the canonical injection:
C φ Der(C/A) -> Hom^(C, C) is an epimorphism, accordingly so is the canonical injection: C 9 ®Der(C/A) p ->ΈLom A (C, C) p for each t>eSpec(A). Let φ be the composition of the following canonical maps C, 0 Der(C/A) p -> Hom A (C, C), -Hom^C,, C,) -C p φ Der(CJA v ) .

Then we have φ(Der(C/A) p ) S Der(CJA p ).
We shall show φ maps Der(C/A) p onto Der (CJA p 3* The Galois correspondence theorem* An aim in this section is to show a Galois correspondence theorem on strongly radical extensions as follows. THEOREM 
Let C be a strongly radicial extension of a commutative ring A. Let A be the set of C-module direct summands i? of Der(C/A) with ΏΌ f e if and [D, x]eif for all D,D'eϊf and all xeC. Let Γ be the set of intermediate rings between A and C, over which C is projective. Then correspondences d: J~+ Γ, 7: Γ-* A given respectively by §(&) = Ker (if), Ύ(B) = Der(C/B) are inverse to each other.
In order to prove this theorem two lemmas are necessary. LEMMA 
Let A, C be as above and B an intermediate ring between A and C. If C is projective as a B-module, then C is a strongly radicial extension of B and B is also a strongly radicial extension of A. In this case, the C-module Der(C/B) is a C-module direct summand of Der(C/A).
Proof. In order to show the first statement, it suffices to observe Proof of Theorem 7. It follows from Lemma 8 that 7 is welldefined. We have to show δ is well-defined. For any g 7 e Λ, put JS = Ker (g 7 ). In the case of any local ring A, we shall first observe C is free over B. , r. Then ^r belongs to B, which is absurd. Hence we have C = d and so C is a free J5-module when A is local. In the case of any general ring A, g^ is a C^-module direct summand of Der(CJA p ) for each ί)GSpec(A). Moreover, we have B 9 = Ker (g   7^) . So, from the result above, C p is a free i^-module of rank equal to rank^ίif,) + 1. Since g 7 is a finitely generated protective C-module, the map of Spec (A) into the domain of rational integers by p H-> rank^ ( The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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